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Plan for Success

Pre-Planning is not always possible when change rolls in, but even a 
few minutes of thoughtful introspection will help pave the way for an 
easier transition.

Questions to Ask when Change comes:
What are we trying to accomplish?
What are our/my end goals?
Who will be responsible for what?
How can this be rolled out?
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Presentation Notes
When possible a few minutes should be dedicated to working through a quick set of questions.  Focusing in on expectations, objectives and responsibilities will assist in planning for the change roll out.  
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The transtheoretical model is also known by the abbreviation "TTM" and sometimes by the term "stages of change", although this latter term is a figure of speech since the stages of change are only one part of the model along with processes of change, levels of change, etc. It has been called "arguably the dominant model of health behavior change, having received unprecedented research attention, yet it has simultaneously attracted criticism“**Notre – it is normal to go backwards.  See action to ready.1.  Precontemplation ("not ready") – "People are not intending to take action in the foreseeable future, and can be unaware that their behavior is problematic"2.  Contemplation ("getting ready") – "People are beginning to recognize that their behavior is problematic, and start to look at the pros and cons of their continued actions"3.  Preparation ("ready") – "People are intending to take action in the immediate future, and may begin taking small steps toward behavior change"4.  Action – "People have made specific overt modifications in modifying their problem behavior or in acquiring new healthy behaviors"5.  Maintenance – "People have been able to sustain action for at least six months and are working to prevent relapse"6.  Termination/Relapse – "Individuals have zero temptation and they are sure they will not return to their old unhealthy habit as a way of coping"



Shared Need

The need for change must exceed its resistance.  For example –
If we do not change the short term ramifications are……   
If we do not change the long term ramifications will be…..

Do Not forget to consider
If we do change the short term outlook is……   
If we do change the long term outlook will be…..

Once again: The need for change must exceed its resistance. 
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Presentation Notes
There is threat and opportunity in both change and no change.  The ideal is to have the positive change outweigh the risk of staying the same.Some people need to see an example, some people need to be convinced via data and information, some people can just be told to ‘do it’.  All three are valid responses to potential change and we need to be prepared for all 3.  3 D’sData/FactsDemonstrationDemandIdentifying a response for each of these 3 D’s will ensure that you are covering your bases when rolling out a change.



What is the Vision
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Presentation Notes
Creating a vision of the future or picture of the future assists people and teams wrestle with the specifics of what the future state will be like in terms of what change will do to their environment.  For example ask “what would you like to see?  Hear?  Feel?  What would you like to see more of?  Less of?Now – How do we consistently communicate this message to others?  Elevator speech.  Create a statement or pitch lasting 60 to 90 seconds, to ‘sell’ someone on the idea.



Commit

What you can do:
• Focus on Priorities
• Model the new way
• Provide information

Ask questions to help others:
• “What role can you play in this 

change?”
• “What questions do you have?”
• “What keeps you from being 

excited about this change?”
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Presentation Notes
There are 4 categories of attitudes that people generally fall into when dealing with change.  Innovators (15%), Early Adopters (35%), Late Adopters (35%), and Resistors (15%).   If we have an idea of where people fall  - we can use the information from Shared Need to assist us in providing the correct motivation for each person to move into supporting the change.



Commit

Influencing and Transitions

Letting Go Neutral New 
Beginning
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Realize that there are 3 major sources of resistance.  ID those sources and develop a strategy for dealing with each one.Technical – People fear or lack skill and resources to change.  Habit, fear of the unknow, prior investment, etc.Political – People fear the loss of Power, Influence or Resources.  Power struggles, relationships.Cultural – People resist because it is different from ‘how we do things around here’, ‘how things have always been done’, or ‘we tried that before and it failed’.  Old cultural mindsets, the good old days, afraid to let go, biases.Letting Go – Typically requires people to let go of the old ways.  This phase can be characterized by a variety of emotions and reactions – including anxiety, stress, confusion, anger, resistance, denial, fear etc.  	Ask:  How do you feel about the change?  What elements are unclear?  What would help you feel less concerned about the change?Neutral – The old is gone, but the new isn’t fully operational yet.  This period can see continued fear, vulnerability to rumors, anxiety, absenteeism, resistance.	Ask:  What role could you play in this change?  What are you worried about?  How do you think this will impact you personally?New Beginning – Evaluate the Change.  This timeframe can see people developing new identity, experience new energy, acceptance, commitment, high focus and relief.	Ask:  What are you most proud of?  What will keep you energized?



Make it Stick

• Have we identified quick wins to help build momentum?
• Do the actions of those involved demonstrate long term 

commitment?
• Do they show excitement for the change?
• Have lessons learned been documented and adapted?
• What have we learned through this process?

Document Lessons Learned and Share Best Practices!
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Presentation Notes
Exercise – Ask people to cross their arms.  Next ask them to put the lower arm on top.  How does that feel?  Uncross your arms.  Cross them again……which arm is on top???The Power of Habit:  Why we fail – Don’t really want to change, the cost of changing is too high, the new behavior is uncomfortable, it takes time for a new behavior to yield positive results.Ask these make it stick questions – And then Awareness – constant vigilanceCommitment – focused attentionEffort – repetitionSupport – both from others and the organization



Final Thoughts

Actions for Leaders:
• Enable others to put closure on the past, help them celebrate and let 

go of the status quo
• Help them reflect on the future and where they fit in
• Provide guidance and support to take action

What People Want What People Get

Empathy – listening in a non-judgmental
way

Autocratic behavior – orders, tasks, 
assignments

Information – why is the change needed Avoidance – unwillingness to discuss
concerns

Ideas – suggestions, options and 
coaching to get them unstuck

Insincere cheerleading



Questions
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